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The quantum hype
Financial Times, Sep 22, https://www.ft.com/content/46b79149-81bd-47d2-98a8-0f60f4cf501a

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus/research-and-development/quantum-computing-report

https://qureca.com/overview-on-quantum-initiatives-worldwide-update-2022/

https://www.technologyreview.com/2022
/03/28/1048355/quantum-computing-
has-a-hype-problem/



Quantum computing in a nutshell



Quantum computing timeline



QC: a very multi-disciplinary subject



Why Quantum Computing?



Why Quantum Computing? 

Moore’s Law predicted successfully that the size of transistors would halve 
every two years, but now it seems to have reached its limit. 

Reference: EETimes article on NAND scaling, 3/22/2010

transistors are approaching a size s.t. the laws of 
quantum mechanics impact their functioning

http://eetimes.com/news/semi/showArticle.jhtml;jsessionid=SO1DU1HK1HVGJQE1GHRSKHWATMY32JVN?articleID=224000220


ISSUES:

1. Quantum computers enable substantial speed-up to a small set of computational problems. 

2. For other problems, quantum computers do not seem to perform better than classical 
computers

3. Decoherence: unwanted interaction between a quantum computer and its environment (nearby 
electric fields, warm objects...) → solution: quantum error correction.

The three main areas that the quantum computing revolution may impact are: 

• cryptography, 

• optimization, 

• simulation of quantum systems 

Potential applications of QC



Quantum Computing is different

“Quantum computers aren’t the next generation of supercomputers — they’re something else entirely.” 
Scott Aaronson 

→ we need to understand the fundamental physics that drives the theory of quantum computing.



Quantum vs Classical

For small problems solving it with a quantum computer will be slower and more expensive than solving it 
classically → only as the problem size grows the quantum speedup appears

The difficulty is not so much proving that a quantum computer can do something quickly, but convincingly 
arguing that a classical computer can’t!

conjectured quantum speedups have repeatedly gone away when classical algorithms were found with 
similar performance: 



Quantum computers
There is not just one category of quantum computers, but many!



Quantum computing hardware



Quantum annealing

Quantum computing paradigm and technology based on the adiabatic theorem



Superconducting
Superconducting qubits are the most common nowadays

Noisy and do not scale well 



Cold atoms
• scale up to a thousand qubits 
• potentially also be used in gate-based quantum computing



Trapped ions
• best fidelities so far

• hard to scale beyond about 40 qubits



Quantum algorithms



Quantum algorithms



HPC and Quantum computing



Quantum computing is not :
• a magical solution.
• a replacement tool to current High-Performance 

Computers (HPC) 

Most of today’s classical computing problems and software 
are not at all relevant use cases for QC.

As consequence:
• QC will not entirely replace classical legacy technologies.
• QC is a complement to HPC instead of being a replacement 

technology.

probably we won’t have a quantum desktop, laptop or 
smartphone to run our usual digital tasks!

Take home message



Cineca Quantum Computing Lab



Italian and European QC



Some introduction references
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